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From the Prez, Steve W8TER 

 

If you have not felt it yeté spring is here! 

 

What is so special about April? 

 

Tax day is officially April 15th however the federal government is making some 

concessions. 

 

The Titanic sank April 14ï15, 1912 

 

TMRA has received a $100.00 donation from Buckeye cablevision curtesy of Tom 

Swartz, KB8PIA. Many of you are aware of the part Tom has played in allowing 

our repeater site to have access to Buckeye Internet. Tom has been past president 

and plays a large role in helping with setup and tear down of the hamfest. 

 

On behalf of TMRA I want to thank Tom for his tireless efforts to promote this 

organization. 

 

 

NVIS DAY is April 24th 2021. 

 

If you do not have a NVIS antenna or would like to understand more about Near 

Vertical Incident Skyway (NIVS) antennas please stay tuned. Have an antenna you 

want to try? Contact me 419-350-3372 

 

NVIS Day we plan on setting up and using a NVIS antenna behind Fire Station 

number two on Dussel Dr. Start time is 9 am. Day is over at 4 pm. 

 

Of course social distancing, washing hands, and wearing facemasks will be 

required. 

TMRA Amateur Radio Beacon 
April 2021 
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Safety is our utmost concern. As the Covid -19 virus is being conquered and we 

slowly migrate back to some normalcy, plans are being made to accommodate us so 

we may have a chance to meet in person someday soon. 

 

73, 

 

Steve/W8TER 

 

From Rick K8RKS 

 

 

We're finally in need of help for an event! The Glass City Marathon is 
happening on Sunday, April 25th. Race start time will be 6:30 AM this 
year and we'll need about 30 volunteers to fill all the available spots. 
Volunteers will be required to wear a mask and practice social 
distancing. If you'd like to volunteer or have any questions please 
contact me at either k8rks@arrl.net or 419-471-0573. Thanks! 
 
Rick K8RKS 
k8rks@arrl.net 
 

 

 

 

ARES News  
From Tim, KD8I ZU 

boxcar@toast.net. 

 

 
  
  

There is an app on the IO Group to renew your Lucas 
County ARES Membership, this app will also allow 
you to sign you up for ARES alerts and get info to get 
state ID when there is an emergency deployment. 

mailto:boxcar@toast.net
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Please fill it out so we can keep our records up to date if you are a Lucas 
County ARES Member.  
 
If you go to the Ohio Section newsletter at ARRL-Ohio.org under Skywarn 
there are several sites listed for Skywarn Spotter Training. 
The Lucas County Siren Net is always the first Friday of the month, we run a 
net on the 147.270 repeater starting around 11:45 a.m. with the sirens going 
off at noon.  
The Lucas County ARES Meeting is held on the fourth Saturday of 
month.  Keep an eye on the ARES IO Group and listen to the ARES in Brief 
Net on Sunday night at 7:30 P.M. for any changes. 
The ARES in Brief Net is ran on Sunday nights at 7:30 P.M.  on the 146.940 
repeater and on the fourth Sunday of the month 147.270 repeater. This Net 
is where ARES puts out their announcements and your chance to enter your 
voice. 
Lucas County ARES is putting on their " Welcome to Events" clinic for new 
hams or hams that have not work events before. If you are interested in 
attending, send Tim KD8IZU an Email at boxcar@toast.net and leave him 
know. Sitting will be limited, but he will do a second one if there is a enough 
interest. 
  
KD8IZU has issue a fund raising challenge, "Donate your spare change to 
LCARES". Contact Tim KD8IZU for details  
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From Dave KD8EVN 

 
Donôt forget about this! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Anderson Powerpoles, and a Powerpole Polarity Tester You 
Can Build 

For all of the Newcomers wanting to know more about 
Anderson Powerpoles,   

 or anyone looking for more information on Anderson 
Powerpoles, this article is for you.  
 
 

Dave Shugar KD8EVN 
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Anderson Powerpole Correct Configuration  KD8EVN 

I switched all of my connectors in the shack and go kit to Powerpoles years ago on the 
advice of Steve KC8TVW.   Of course the red + wire goes to the red powerpole and 
the black - wire goes to the black power pole, but how do the powerpoles fit together?  
An easy way to remember the correct Powerpole orientation is:  

Red on Right, Letter A Up (and readable) on both connectors.  
See the picture below. 

 

From West Mountain Radio:  

Anderson Powerpole® Connectors and General Installation Tips on Website 
http://www.westmountainradio.com/kb_view_topic.php?id=ST166 

West Mountain Radio Video Tutorials on Powerpoles 
http://www.westmountainradio.com/content.php?page=tutorials#powerpoleVideo 
 

http://www.westmountainradio.com/kb_view_topic.php?id=ST166
http://www.westmountainradio.com/content.php?page=tutorials#powerpoleVideo
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POWERPOLE®CONNECTOR GENERAL INSTALLATION TIPS  

Assemble the red and black plastic housings together correctly on the first try, they fit snugly and can 
be difficult to get apart. See the picture below for ARES /RACES standard orientation that the 
RIGrunner uses. Note that you can assemble the red and black insulated housings in other ways for 
special applications.  

  

Put the connector housings together before putting the connector pins in, this is easier, especially 
when using heavy paired wire.  
 
Before soldering or crimping the contacts on to heavy paired wire, orient the contacts so that they are 
both facing the correct direction so that they go in the housings without twisting the wire.  
The plastic housings are held together with dovetail joints. Always slide these joints together! They 
will be damaged if you try to snap them together or apart. They ONLY slide together in one direction. 
This should be obvious by looking at them carefully.  
 
Do not use roll pins on Powerpoles? Some people supply roll pins with Powerpoles? Do not use 
them, they can and will fall out, and knowing Murphy, right in to your new radio causing smoke! 
Anderson does not supply or recommend roll pins, they supply not roll pins but much more expensive 
spiral pins, which are better. We have tested both, even the proper spiral pins will fall out. If the pair of 
heavy wires are squeezed together near the back of the connector, like you might do when you pull 
the connector out, it will spread the bodies apart slightly and out falls the pin.  
 
We spoke to Anderson about this concern and they said that they recommend using a cyanocrylic 
glue, Crazy Glue, hold the connector bodies permanently together. They do not recommend their 
spiral pins for critical applications. Normally the dovetail joints in the housings hold well. If you find it 
necessary, glue them, don't use pins. Make sure you have them assembled correctly BEFORE you 
glue, they will be permanently bonded together with a cyanocrylic. All it takes is a very small drop of 
cyanocrylic glue in the seam between the red and black bodies.  
 
N9EF suggests a bit of silicon glue injected in to the hole between the red and black housings.  

He says it holds them together quite well but they can be separated if needed. 
  
The contacts go in the housings in only one way. Insert the contacts with their sharp edge down 
against the flat spring that is in the housing. They should slide in and click. If you do not hear a click 
or they are not fully seated, fix them. When they are inserted fully you should notice that the contact 
and it's wire "floats" slightly inside it's housing. If it feels tight it may not be snapped in fully or you 
have made the contact wider than it originally was during crimping or soldering.   

 

 

 

 

http://www.westmountainradio.com/Image/rigrunner/PowerPoles.jpg
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 YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO INSERT THE CONTACTS INTO THE HOUSINGS  
IF THEY ARE TOO WIDE AFTER SOLDERING OR CRIMPING!  

From Dave KD8EVN: 

I have a pliers type of crimp tool made for powerpoles (see picture below). 

I crimp and solder all of my powerpoles. It is a suspenders and belt mentality, 
but I have never had a powerpole fail. Contact shown below was done in 2007 
and spent 10 years outside on solar panel. The soldering iron is always on my 
bench and it only takes a minute to do with a very small amount of solder in the 
crimp hole. Another tip is always make that crimp hole on the solid side of the 
contact. One side is solid the other has a line where the two sides of the metal 
wire holder come together. Making the crimp hole on the non solid side risks 
deforming the contact and can make it hard to insert into the housing. 

 

 
 

You can buy a tool to push the contact into the powerpole and it works fine. But, 
I have found a 1/8ò small blade screwdriver works well to push on the wire end of 
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the contact until you hear the sweet ñclickò that means the contact is fully 
seated. Larger stiffer wire pushes in easier than small wire without using a tool. 

Back to West Mountain 
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Tug slightly on the assembled connector to make sure the contacts are locked in place. If you have 
trouble getting the contact to lock in to the housing you may have squashed the contact wider 
deformed it somehow. Look at the side profile of the contacts before and after crimping, you may 
have to bend it back straight before inserting it in to the housing.  
When soldering the contact pins, be careful not to use too much solder. Keep the solder inside, where 
the wire goes. If a blob of solder gets on the outside of the connector body you may have trouble 
putting the contact into the housing. If you get solder on the contact surface area you will not make a 
good contact.  
When crimping the contact pins use a crimp that contains the wire completely inside the pin and 
doesn't spread the connector apart. A good crimp is one where the dimensions of the crimped portion 
are no more than an un-crimped pin. If the crimp is flattened out you will not be able to easily push 
the pin in to the body. If you bend the contact blade in relation to the crimp area you should straighten 
it before putting it in to the body.  
It is possibly to use larger or smaller gauge wire with the 30 and 45 amp connectors. The 30 amp 
connector pins will work with difficulty with #10 wire if you cut the end cleanly and carefully put each 
and every strand of that wire in to the pin. It may be is easier to use 45 amp connectors on #10 wire. 
Using 16 gauge or smaller wire in a 30 amp contact requires that you double or triple up the wire to fill 
the crimp receptacle of the contact to get a good crimp.   
A properly crimped contact should have a minimum hold on the wire of more than 25 pounds. A pair 
of connectors should snap together with 6 to 8 pounds force.  
Last but not least, MAKE SURE you have the polarity correct before plugging in you 
equipment. "Measure twice, cut once" as the saying goes.  
 Copyright © 2012 West Mountain Radio  

Reprinted with permission of West Mountain Radio Sidney Johnson 3/16/2021 with Thanks 

KD8EVN 

Ok we have reviewed the basics of using Anderson 
Powerpoles.  
How about an easy project to use the information you have just learned. 
 Powerpoles are the standard for power connections in your shack and in your field ñGo Kitò. 

Everyone uses them and if they are assembled correctly you can plug into any fellow hams power 

supply with confidence and be ready to operate your radio. In the field or at an LCARES event 

perhaps the wires are reversed hooking up to a power supply. Easy mistake to make and how can 

you tell without tracing all of the wires back to their sources that the polarity is correct and not 

reversed? Make your own polarity tester. 

Building an Anderson Powerpole Polarity Tester an easy and fun project to use your powerpole 

building skills, and a will be a useful addition to your power supply tools. Below is Dino Papas NL0S 

article on building a polarity tester. All you need is one 15A powerpole, a resister, an LED, and some 

heat shrink tubing. To make it easy for you Steve W8TER and Dave KD8EVN are donating 20 kits to 

TMRA members with all the parts you need to make your own Polarity Tester. You can buy one 

assembled at a Hamfest, but expect to pay $10 - $14. Save money and enjoy building your own 

equipment. Keep ham tradition going by building it yourself.  

Kits are first come, first serve send me an email at kd8evn@arrl.net and I will set one aside for you to 

build. 

mailto:kd8evn@arrl.net
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The article below is: Reprinted with permission, January/February 2021 On the 
Air; copyright ARRL.
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